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Machine- and human-readable map!

Dr. Beata Lisowska, Development Initiatives, https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=wJTOo_1IFFE, 27.02.17.
Overview


2. www.decide.la – “designed to facilitate sharing and integration of official data and information among sectors and administrative levels.”

3. Practicalities to consider when integrating official statistics and other data at a national level
Updating principles

Fundamental Principles for Official Statistics

Handbook of Statistical Organisations + NSDSs

GAPDSS | Open Data Charter | Data on the Web Best Practices
Translating principles into practice: an e.g. from Laos
Considerations when turning principles into practice

Principles:
- Integration of GAP, ODC & DWBP into Handbook & NSDSs
- Expansion of the definition of NSS to incorporate all data producers at a national level as per: Common Cause, common language: harmonising key concepts in the data revolution, Bernard Sabiti, Development Initiatives, January 2017

Practicalities:
- Clear terms of use and data policy
- Capturing the ‘essence’ of openness, not just the technicalities, trial & error is how progress is achieved
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